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SUMMARY

The parabolic equation is a full-wave approximation to the Helmholtz wave equation that,
unlike existing ray tracing and coupled mode techniques, readily accommodates - •
Iwo-dimensionally inhomogeneous atmospheres. This report discusses the implementation
of a split-step Fourier Transform solution to the parabolic equation and includes examples
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GLOSSARY OF METEOROLOGICAL TERMS

Advection Horizontal movement of an air mass mainly caused by wind
movement around high or low pressure systems. Super-refraction
due to advection occurs primarily on over-sea paths as an air mass
that has become warm and dry over land is carried out to sea
where it overlies a laytr of cool moist air, establishing both a
temperature inversion and an increased humidity lapse rate in the
boundary region. The effect can operate in reverse as when cool
moist air flows from the sea onto warm dry land.

Coastal Front Boundary region formed between warm dry air stream above a
cool stream caused when air heated over the land surface rises and
is replaced by cooler, denser air from the sea so that both a sea
breeze near the surface and a strong off-shore movement of dry air
is created. Generally enotding gbovc 100 km, coastal fronts are
common along the western, southern and eastern Australian

coasts

Nocturnal Cooling Effect common in clear-sky conditions over land paths resulting
from a temperature inversien created when air near the ground is
cooled cousiderably whilst the warmer upper air (heated via solar
radiation during the day) remains warm. Cloud cover reflects
radiation back to the ground, thereby avoiding such cooling.
Nocturnal cooling does not occur over sea paths as diurnal ocean

temperatures do not vary by much.

Subsidence Effect due to an air mass which descends and hence is compressed
and heated adiabatically. The descending air is very dry since it
originated at a high altitude and so an increased humidity lapse

and possibly a temperature inversion occurs. Subsidence
inversions are more frequent and occur at :t -ver altitudes in winter
than in summer.
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UST OF ABBREVIATIONS

CCIR International Radio Cbesukadve Commitee

ERL E tronics Research Laboratory

FFT Fast Fourier Transform

IREPS Imnegrated Refractive Effects Prediction System

ODE Ordinry Differential Equation

VHF Very High Frequeny
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1 INTRODUCION

Under the influence or synoptic procuess such as advecki, subsidence, coastal fronts, or nocturnal

cootig stratification of the troposphere in the form of retractivity hlyi can occur. If the resulting

refrction of propagating eleatromagncie waes is sufficently great to cause a ray curvature that

ecneds the curvature of the eartWs surfa, then the propagain wav can be channelled in a duct.

At VHF and higher frequencis, and elevated tropospheric ducts can cause etended

propagation well beyond the radio borizon with lile attenuation relative o free spac. The received

radio signals can then be markedly stroge (or weaker) than would be expected for a standard

atmosphere. Tih anommuoa propagation of encirgy via a dud cam thereby lead to the volatile

problem of inter-system interference, whilst radar detection ranges can be enhanced for targets

located within the duct. However, ducts can also decrease radio (radar) operational ranges by

causing'holes" in signs coverage if a receivar (target) is located outside the duct. Rceable prediction

of such anomalous propagation effects can therefore enhance the effective deployment of

communications surveillance and electronic warfare systems.

Propagation prediction models tend to fall into two categorie: t[hos methods based on optical ray

tracing techniques; and those relying on mode theory. Although qualitativ predictions can be made

using ray theory, problems associated with the focusing of rays and identifieation of ray families

render these methods unsuiable for modelling diffraction effects in non-standrd atmospheres,

Mode theory, which involves a full-wave solution to Maxwels equations, can be applied to ducting

problems but becomes intractable when complex refractivc structures arc involved. Computing cost

mends to limit convergent solutions for modal alysi to -satle refractive structures. Neir oft&-c -'-

methods, nor existing hybrid combinations of these, can be radily, applied to the two-dimensionally

inhomogencous atmospheres of range-dependent problems.

Since the wave equation governing realistic ph)-.al representation of the troposphere permit a

closed form solution only in very simple case apprrnmatns to these equations have been

intro(-a_.d that, with the availability of modern uumen" !echniucs and fast computers, facilitate

solution of complicated propagation problems. M's re;.on demonstrates the application of an

alternative full-wave model that is based upon such an approximation to the wave equation and can

be applied to complicated range-dependent tropospheric Propagation problems. The parabolic

equation was first obtained for propagation over a pherical earth in a vertically inhomogeneous.

horizontally homogeneous atmosphere by (L.eontovich and Fock, 1946) and has been extended by

(Ko et al, 1964) for the case of a two-dimensionally inhomogeneous atmosphere to give a parabolic

partial differential cquation for the field amplitude. The model presented in this report uses a split

step Fourier transform technique whbkh takes advantage of the computational speed of the Fast

UNCLASSIFIED
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Fourier Transform ag a and is numencally sta. TIl solution method was developed in the

underwater acouu"h arena by (Hardis and Tappe 1973) to solve a parabolic equation of idenial

form to the parabolic equation for tropospheric propaption. Thc use of this techniqu affords a fuA-

wave solution without the larp compuational ovedheds of previo fall-wave methods. It a thi,

Hupefty of the method which makes it most attractive.

This r-pon begin wish a brief dacuriptiom of ame wave equation governing two-dimenosonal

tropospheric pmopajation and inwicats how propagation problems can be represented by a pata

differential equation si.h comple coeficiets. Alter a dvcAdon of the appl•eabiy of existing

prediction technmiue for ducting evaromaem it isa show. hw the tropospheric wavt equatMi

educes to a parabolic equation that facilitates ready solution. This appro3tiation to the wave

equation has the s•g•iant advantage that it izWites "mach"( type solutions since the partial

differcetnul equation is now Miy f%;, torer in range-

The third section. 'Split step Fourier Solutioa', is devoted to a descrition of the solution method

chos- to ev•lat the parabolic eation of sectio 2 The split step solution is a "macbh•n type

solution since the solutiom can be evaluated at range z+Ex (6x is sufficiently mu1fl) by Usg the

evaluated solution at ra x a - initial value for caculation. Priding tha appropriate boundary

condiims are satisfied the soltion can in this way be stpped out to the required rane- The entire

ran- and height-dependent field is calculated as the solution is marcied forward in this manner.

The solution involves the diacretiation of the lectromagetm fI'ld with respect to height at each

raWg step and the swe of the Fast Fourier Transform. 1n thsis section. solution stability is considered

and an indiction of the eror inheret in the technique is also giv.

Since a marching solution can be applied to the parabolic equation. a manimum ramn boundary

condition ced not be specified, thus simplying compulation. Troposphei propagation problems

can therefore be specified as initial boundary value problems on an open domain- Section 4 deals

with the specifcation of this inkitl starting field and of the surface amd maximum altitude boundary

condmton There arc however sme sigal procesing aspecs of implemcetation that need to be

addressed, and included in this section is a discussion of these. The followin section contains an

analysis of solution senstivity to perturbations in initialid and to small-scale discontinuities in

refractive index profiles.

th'n a simplified ray tracing ronte, sctmi 6 ilarases the d.fiects tht varions in refractive

structures have upon tropospheric propagation. The main purpose of this scction i to introduce the

categoie of ducting profl~es that are modelled i. mxumr 7.
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The report concludes with r•presentatiwve napzs, of coverag diagrams generated using the sli

step so"uton to the parabolic wave equation. These diagrams arc imnuctive as examples which

illustrate the complicated nature of coverage patters resulting from common refractive index

structure& 'They were generated on a COMPAQ 386/20e pesonal computer with an Eighteen Eight

Labs fast parallel proccssing board. The program used to generate the diagrams in this repor is

curreatly under development in Communications Divi Electroni Research Laboratory (ERL)

at Defcnce Sciece and Technology Organisation. It accepts environmental data for the propagation

paths of interest in the form of refractivity profiles (specified either analytically or by measurement

data) and generates two-dimensional Height-Rang coloured itensty plts for the area of maximum

height and range specified by the operator The program has also been used to gcucrate two-way

path loss diagrsms for radar applications (Slingsby, 1990).

In addtion to the large computational saving over other fuli-wave methods, a majo advantage of the

parabolic equation technique outlined in this report is that it affords progrssive calculatior of the

propagated field from one ranW location to the vext- Hence the ERL developmental software has

potental application as an interacthe research tool by which an operator would be able to create

desired propagation patterns through interactive manipulation of the input environmental

paraweters. This is an adiantagc which other applicable techniques that have been dcwoped. to date

do not have. For thow, the enviroamental input information needs to be defined before computation

commences. Thus given a means of remotely sensing the atmospheric refractivity data, the ERL

deveiopmental software could be adapted to provide a real-time updating display illustrating the

effcas of the transient weather conditions on signal propagation

2 TROPOSPHERIC WAVE PROPAGATION PROBLEMS

This section formulates the tropospheric wave propagation problem and, after a bri:,. discussion of

prediction techniques currently available for modelling ducting effc4ts introduces the parabolk

approfimation to the elliptic want equation. Consideration of the significance of this asrpoximation

for tropospheric propagation problems indicates that for realistic ductiag envir mnents the

assumptions inherent in this parabolic approxdmation are valid" Whereas i:. usual numeri -a? schemes

the elliptic wave equation requires solution of a large syscm of simnultancous equation- >s a large

number of unknowns with boundary conditions being specified on a dosed domain, t'.c psrabolic

equation can instead be solved by a 'marching' technique on an open domain; so numrical solution

is easier to compute.

LNCLASSIFIED 3
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2.1 Govering wave equation

The Helmholtz wave equation for the electric or magnetic field. 0, of an isotropic time.

harmonic point source is given by

V,# +1• f =0(1)

where V4 is the Laplacian operator, k=21r/X is the free space wavenumber and

nIJE-jal/v 0 is the index of refraction, with c 0 denoting free space permittivity and e, a
representing the absolute permittivity and conductivity respectively of the propagating

medium.

In order to examine the spherical spreading behaviour from P point soirce of electromagnetic

waves along a spherical earth it is convenient to adopt the spherical coordinate system (rE O• )

with the origin at the centre of the earth and with the polar axis drawn through the source

(8 =0 at the source). The first assumption to be made in this study is that of azimuthal

symmetry. This is introduced for two reasonr: fistly. it is rare that sufficient environmental

information is available to warrant the computational overhead for a full three-dimensional

solution to the wave equation; and secondly, it is assumed that the azimuthal variations of

refractive index will be sufficiently slow to justify a two-dimensicnal approach. The field, 0,

and refractive index, n, will in this case be functions of (r,O) c nly. The tropospheric wave

propagation problem can therefore be viewed in terms of a cioscd-domain boundary value

problem, as indicated by figure 1.

Figure I Tropospheric buundary value problem

4 UNCLASSIFIED
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The assumption of azimuthal symmetry means that ( a/aO)r0 in Maxwell's equations- For

an electric dipole, then, only field components Er, E% and Ho will be non-zero; and for a

magnetic dipole, only Hr, H1 and Eý will exist. In the case of an electric dipole, Maxwell's

equations reduce to:-

1 8 ~ ]+,,str[ -(r%) -EJ j =

r atr a

12I Ho 6.9) 1 =j.6E,

and combining these three equations to eliminate fitld components Er and EO

8 a 2
r Or e Or r Oe c sine Yo0 57*r ) I 2[I H in ~

Expanding (2), using the subscripts r and e to denote -2 and 2 respectively, andOr a
dropping the 0 subscript from the scalar H0 :

21-I. H Heoe Ho. H_ H coH, o (3)
- - r- r. c rc r'c rI r'c

since

and o2 . 2

Equation (3) can be represented in the form

VH2R P÷ k 2 n2 f-l, + X ( V x 0) O (4)

22 Existirin prediction techniques

There exists a large body of literature devoted to the theory of ray tracing and coupled mode

techniques, and so these will receive only a cursory treatment here. Hybrid combinations of

ray tracing and mode methods also exist; perhaps the most widely used of these is the

Integrated Refractive Effects Prediction System (IREPS) developed by the Naval Ocean

Systems Centre, San Diego. However, IREPS does not overcome many of the limitations

inherent in ray tracing and mode methods used for ducting applications.

The main purpose of this section is to highlight the deficiencies of such techniques thereby

emphasising the advantage to be gained through implementation of the alternative parabolic

equation method.

UNCLASSIFIED 5
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22.1 Geometrical optics

The general geometrical theory can be found in a number of works. See, for example,

(Budden. 1961),

Assuming that the refractive index of the medium is slowly varying in space, then an

approximate solution to the wave equation (1) is sought in the form

0(r) A(r) e -i 1r) (5)

where A(r) and S(r) are slowly varying functions of position vector r; the function S,

known as the icotual function, defines surfaces of constant phase. For this solution to

satisfy the reduced wave equation it is nectssary that

I VSl = (r) (6)
and

A(r) 7 S(r) + 2 7S(r) A(r) = 0 (7)

hold. The surfaces S(r) = constant are the wave fronts and so the ray pats along which

the electromagnetic waves propagate are given by the trajectories orthogonal to these

surfaces (ic I VS I - ). Integration of equation 6 (known as the iconal equation) and of

equation 7 give ray trajectories and wave amplitude.

If the atmospheric refractive index can be assumed to be spherically stratified with

respect to the surface of the earth (it is horizontally homogeneous, varying with altitude

only), then equation (6) is equivalent to Snell's law and

n(h) sin -S (8)

wheree is the angle that a ray makes with the vertical, S is a constant for each ray, and

h refers to altitude measured from the earth's surface. The radius of curvature of a ray,

p. is then given by (Uivingston, 1970)

- . (9)sin

There are several limitations to ray tracing techniques. The &rat of these relates to an

assumption that the fractional change in spacag betwee neighbouring rays (initially

paralel) is small with respect to a wavelength. In a ducting environment, where rays

are 'trapped' and are strongly refracted or refklect this requirement will be violated.

6 UNLAWFIED
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Another limitation of ray tracing techniques involves the identification of ray families.

A ray is assumed to be a typical member of a lfamily that consiWs of a set of rays with

similar initial conditions and which have followed similar paths. In order to calculate

the field at a given point, the contribution of each ray passing through that point must

be determined, and therefore the ray families must be identified. Errors occur when

rays are incorrectly identified, in which case their contribution to the total field will be

inaccurately calculated.

At caustics (surfaces occurring vwherc adjacent rays from the same family intersect), the

above ray equations will have multiple solutions; and at extended ranges, as more

caustics are generated, ray theory tends to break down completely. Asymptotic

approximations for the vicinity of caustics tend to be complex and to date no simple

method has been developed that would encourage ready implementation of such

approximations.

Frequency does not enter into ray tracing treatments of propagation in ducting

environments and so errors are introduced due to the dependence on frequency in

determining whether a ray will be trapped by a given duct structure. In addition, it is a

requirement of ray theory that the path-kngth difference between direct and reflected

rays be at least one-quarter wavelength (Fishback. 1951). Ray theory methods are

therefore limited to regions within the radio horizon.

Ray tracing methods follow very simple geometry and yield a convenient qualitative

picture of ducting phenomena. However the tendency of ray theory to reflect all or

nothing of the rays from ducting layers is another limite •on of these techniques, as

appreciable ducting is only indicated when both transmitting and receiving antennas are

within the duct. By ray theory, a wave originating exterior to a duct generally cannot be

trapped within the duct, and there is no allowance for leakage from the duct by trapped

waves. Partial reflection from ducting layers has not yet been adequately addressed.

Similarly lateral changes in refractive index have been considered by a small number of

authors although results have been of a qualitative, rather than quantitative nature.

2.2.2 Coupled Mode Techniques

Since ray tracing theory does not accommodate non-standard atmospheres well, in

dealing with ducting environments a full-wave solution to Maxwel's equations is often

sought. The waveguide model for electromagnetic propagation in a tropospheric duct

treats such propagation as being analogous to propagation ;n a leaky waieguide. For

UNCLASSIFIED 7
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comprehev.sive treatment of such methods rdef to (Booker and Walkinshaw, 1946),

(Kerr, 1951) and (Budden, 1961).

In the tropospheric wave problem, as formulated in section 2-1, the surface of the earth

acts as a wived boundary from which electromagnetc waves may be reflected and

around which these waves may be diffracted. if the reftactive index, n(h), is assumed to

be spherically stratified with respect to the surface of a smooth earth, then in terms of

an earth flattened geometry, earth curvature is included in a modified index of

refraction as dcfind by

r-(h) - n(h) + h (10)

where h denotes altitude measured from the earth's surface, and a L5 the radius of the

earth. The field of a source in a stratified atmosphere can then be represented by a

sum of leaky waveguide modes. For a dipole source, the field will be proportional to

vI Ssf-R Ft(h) Fr(h) e (11)
(Budden, 1961)

where R is the horizontal range, k is the free space wavenumber, e represents the

excitation of the mode, and F5(h), Fr(h) determine the attenuation of the mode with

height (normalised to unity at the earth's surface) for transmitter and receiver

respectively. The terms F(h) can be expressed in terms of the height-gain function

g(h.S): F(h)- g(hS)/g(OS); where g(hS) is the outgoing wave solution of

d6I + k [ma (h)- S I]g(hS) - 0 (12)

Since S is complex, the term expa"R in equation (11) determines the attenuation of the

mode with range.

in order to determine the allowed modes it is necessary to apply boundary conditions.

Firstly, the radiation boundary condition requires that waves are only outgoing. If the

changes in refractivity gradient associated with ductlng layers are represented in a

vertical modified refractive index profile by discontinuities in a linear segmented

profile, then this radiation condition puts a constraint on the height-gain function at

heights above the discontinuity of a ducting layer. Secondly, the boundary condition at

the earth's surface mum be satisfied. This constrains the height-gpin function in the

region below a ducting layer. Finally, the hight-gain functions and their derivatives

a UNCLASSIFIED
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above and below the discontinuitdes at the boundaries of a ducting layer, are required to

be continuous across those discontinuities. This last boundary condition leads to the

mode equation, die details of which can be found in most papers dealing with coupled

mode theory. The reader is referred to (Craig. 1985) for a useful interpretation of the

roots of the mode equation in terms of the familiar ray theory picture.

Locating the roots of the modal equation is a complex task and much research has been

channelled towards this. Various numerical solution techniques have been investigated

in respect to this problem but these will not be discussed here. The reader is referred

to (Rotheram, 1983) for a survey of existing solution methods.

Perhaps the most significant disadvantage associated with modal techniques is the

complexity of solutions. The number of modes which need to be considered for ducting

problems is proportional to frequency and to the thickness of the duct. Modal methods

can therefore become intractable at high frequencies and when complicated ducd

profiles are involved.

Experimental verification of waveguide models has been largely qualitative.

Undoubtedly this reflects the dificulty of adequately monitoring refractivity structures

during experimental studies, but it also indicates some inadequacy of the modal ducting

modeL Observational data indicate received fields appreciably strongtr than can be

accounted for by the simple homogeneous duct structures considered in most mode

analyses. A number of authors (see, for example, Barton, 1973) have suggested the

presence of ducting layers that vary with range as a cause of such observed phenomena.

Although there have been some attempts to address problems involving refractive

structures which vary with range as v€ell as with height (refer to Wait, 1980, for

example), the results have again been qualitative in nature. Computation is also

considerably increased in such approaches over that for the homogeneous ducting

problems. Thus most implementations restrict the refractive index to be a simple

analytical function of height alone, and therefore have application only to range-

independent problems. The most common problem of this type involves low-level

evaporation ducts over the ocean. For problems involving surface and elevated ducts,

however, modal models tend aot to be applicable.

2.23 IREPS

The Integrated Refractive Effects Prediction System (Hituey and Richter, 1976) has

been used since 1978 by the United States Navy and other organisations to give an

UNCL.ASMPIED
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operational propagation assessment capability for naval surveillance, communications.

electronic warfare and weapon guidance systems, It is designed to deal with

evaporative and surface-based ducting, and so does not model well the propagation

effects of elevated ducts.

The products IRFPS produces are based upon a combination of ray-optics and a

simplified funI-wave single-mode solution, with semi-empirica formulations based on

measured data and interpolations to smooth transition between the various models.

Polarmtion effects are neglected by JREPS on ovr-the-horizon paths which, like the

methods discussed in sections 22.1 and 22-Z assumes range-indepcndnuce of the

ducting structures. An example of a coverage diagram generated by IREPS is included

at figure 2, where the signal coverage for a homogeneous duct between 50 in and 600 is

has been modelled. (The duct modelled here is of identical strength and extent to that

used for figure & page 31, in which the parabolic equation method was employed to

generate signal coverage from a gaussian beam antenna.)

For airborne applications particularly, elevated ducts assume a preater significance in

the prediction of propagated signals. For these ducts it is no longer adequate to assume

horizontal homogeneity of the inversion layers. Real-time modal calculations are

prohibitive due to the computational intensity involved in such analysis; whilst the

approach adopted by IREPS of'template matching7 - whereby precalculatcd results are

scaled to the frequency and duct height of interest - would be very difficult to extend for

the case of elevated ducting layers (since the single-mode approximation currently used

for beyond-the-horizon ranges would no longer be valid for these elevated duds, for

which multi-mode propagation is important). For such reasons, the approach of the

parabolic equation and split-step Fourier solution becomes very attractive.

S|'wi-- - I2 -$

* .ntr typt: SI MI

""00W: 9I. J

"" •

Figure 2 IREPS coverage diagram for 60 m homogeneous duct
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2.3 Parabolic Equation

By making the substitution

u(r.6) ek9(3
t(,)=r e(r,$)/sine (U3)

as suggested by (Ko enal, 1984), equation (3) becomes

2Lift-~ ~ Ir 3_÷E-'}÷U • zC ÷ -- ) L 9 .÷ 0{3 2 2t 4~c*2
U U 25 .ý- €ot___ ý O + U (

r £ C 0 r' C r9 C 4r 4

-er ct - 3. -ote El 3ik.: k'n2 = 02 3 I- (14)

The effect of the substitution of equation (12) is to remove the rapid phase variation of the

field H14. The k' (ni - 1) term in (13) arises from the approximation kV t 2/ r = V since, in

the troposphere, altitude above the earth will be small compared to the radius of the earth, a.

Equation (14) can then be reduced to

u. + 2Au + k2 (n? - 1+ (15)x a

when the following approximations are assumed:-

100
kbuo" %e (a) ka (c)

S< ka e 2k) 3

< _L- (b) ) 3(- (d)

and the following earth-flattering substitutions are incorporated:-

z = r - a (16)

x flaO (17)
2z (8

n(xz) = n(rP) + a

Equation (15) is known as the parabolic equation since it is second-order in altitude, z, and

first-order in range, x. The advantage that an equation of this form has over that of equation

(3) is that solution to the parabolic equation does not require that the maximum range

boundary be specified. Subsequently, the parabolic equation invites a "marching* solution in

which the equation is solved at initial range x=O and is then solved for small steps out in range,

using the solution at the previous step as the starting field for the present calculation. In this

way the solution can be calculated out to any range, providing that initial field, upper and

surface boundary conditions are satisfied. Such a solution is inherently easier to compute than

one which requires a large number of unknowns with boundary conditions being specified on a

dosed domain, as is the case for the full elliptic wave equation. The tropospheric wave

UNCLASSIFIED 11
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propagation problem can now be considered in terms of the open-domain boundary value

problem of figure 3.

The resulting model is conceptually simple, as it applies j.ually well at short asd long ranges

(in the far field), unlike either ray tracing or modal models. Like ray tracing and coupled

mode analys, however, the paraboRc equatlion neglects the backacattered field. This can be

seen with reference to equation (12) in which only the positive exponential term eik' is

included. Other rerictios inherent in the parabolic approximation are discussed below.

HEIGHT (Z)
u(x, Z.ux)

U(O,z) u(x,z)

u(x, 0)

RAi.NGF (X)

Figure 3 Parabolic equation boundary value problem

2.3.1 Assumptions

The effect of the paraxial approximation can be seen by substituting a trial plane wave

solution into the two-dimensional wave equation (3,14) and into the parabolic equation

(15) and then comparing the results. If the wavenumber components in the x- and z-

directions are denoted are denoted by 1t, and kt respectively, then a plane wave solution

to equation (14) can be expressed by

u - expli (kx + kz)]

Substituting this into equation (14) gives

-ký u + 2iklk - k' u + k' (mi - 1) = 0

that is,

k1 Ile (l+m .1)-k2

12 UNCLASSIFIED
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Now I' 1 so that

k--± ] -- i

If e now specifics the angle of propagation with respect to horizontal, then this

equation is merely a statement of the trigonometric identity

cose .t JI-si- e
The plane wave solution to the parabolic equation (equation 15) can be expressed in

the form

u = expli ((k,- k)x + k•zfl

Substituting into equation (14) gives

-kZ - 2(k1 - k)k + k' (n -1) = 0

which can be reexpressed as

-kZ' -2kXk + k' (2+nt -1) = 0

Nowm'Z 1 so V
k = k---

2k

which corresponds to

cose j I- t2

This is a good approxdmation provided that 0 is less than 15-20'. This limitation on

the maximum angle of propagation is acceptable for ducting problems since ;L is only

the energy at small angles to the horizontal (typically smaller than 1 degree) that will be

trapped by the duct. Therefore energy at angles greater than a few degrees from

horizontal need not be considered, thereby allowing a saving in computation (refer to

section 43 for details).

The second assumption (b) can be rewritten in rectangular coordinates:

< k o (19)

The term e / can be associated with the radius of curvature of propagated energy

rays resulting from horizontal variations in c. Equation (19) can then be represented

in the form e /e Ž 100V23. implying that the radius of curvature of propagating

rays must be large with respect to a wavelength. In other words, equation (19) infers

UNCLASSIFIED 13
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that horizontal variation in e must be reasonably slow. Since e= e £ m

C/E =Zt /in? 3 which can be appmdmated by se 5x/x6& - So for a worst-case

frequency of 30 Mlzand for a typical value of n (say tO035), 6 & must be smaller

than, or equal to, 0.0629/m, which, in practice, will be satisfiod. Thus assumption (b)

is valid for the frequency ranges over which this metod is applicable. Similarly,

assumption (d) implies that vertical variatises in refractive index must be slow.

Assumption (c), rewritten in rectangular coordinates, becomes

10 > N• (20)

This implies that the parabolic equation neglects the near-field effects, since equation

(20) is only valid at ranges greater than sixeen wavelengths from the source.

Like ray tracing and coupled mode theory methods, the parabolic equation neglcc, the

backscattered field. It does however retain all diffraction effects associated with tae

propagating medium and is therefore valid in regions where problems with focusing of

rays and identification of ray families cause ray tracing methods to break down. The

parabolic equation also retalis the full coupling between waveguide modes that mode

theory requires for horizonwally inhomogeneous atmospheres.

3 SPLIT STEP FOURIER SOLUTION

To model problems of tropospheric propagation in ducting environ•ents, a solution to equation (14)

is required for realistic range-dependent refractive in&d structurets. The most tractable algorithm

that has been developed to date, and the one which is the easiest to implement, is the split step

Fourier solution developed in the underwater acoustics arena by (Hardin and Tappert, 1973), which

uses the computational speed of the Fast Fourier Traasfoum to advance solution over one range step

size, 6x.

3.1 Formulatioa

Equation (L5) can be re-expressed in the form

~(m'Z (z- 1) + jV u(xz)

= i A(xz) + B(z) I u(xz) (21) 3

1. At fNaenciea below 1HF, ionospbheic effects became ikncasingly importan

14 UNCLASSIFIED 4
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where

A(z,z)= kYm X)-1

and I a1

If the index of refraction can be assumed to be slowly varying with range, then the solution of

(21) will then take the form

u(x+6x, z) = i xexp(A+B) u (22)

provided that the commutator

C (A + B), J (A+B)dxj - 0

In general, this will only be true if A(xz) is independent of altitude, z - a rest:iction which

would render this solution useless for problems involving ducting structures. Instead, this

condition restricts the application of such a solution to environments in which A is sufficiently

slowly varying with respect to altitude that the error incurred by this assumption is negligible.

The split step Fourier algorithm involves the assumption that

u(x+d x, z) = C A6 e B. u(x,z) (23)

The validity of this assumption requires that

where (ABJ AB-BA denotes the commutator of A and B. Again this does not hold, since

CA-B = cA cB J_ eC3CIe.."

where Ck is a linear combination of k-fold commutators of A 4an G. ,n mrticular,

C2 =- 'j[AB]; C =j4[A,[Bi + !iB[,ABII2 '3 6 3

(For discussion of this exporendal ideitiry, refer for example, to Steinber, 1985.)

The evaluation of expid6 x is straight-forward. Since B(z) cmntains a second-order differential

operator in z, the term e'B "u(xmz) can be evaluated by nmtans of a Fourier transform
operation between the spatial domain, z., and the •pa~t•i fir,otcncy variable p (p--k sine0,
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where 0 represents the angle of propagatico from the horizon):

eiS :u(xz) = fI ( f •eW u(x,z)6 )

where

f{u(xz)} = . ' e-',Z

f1(u*,z)} AJ:iU(1Zz) e'P dz

So equation (23) becomes

u(x+6x.Z) eS 
4 ft ( fituu(x)I }

(eik n(nz .12z/a)/2 fl{ epSx/2 fju(V)l (24)

Equation (24) is obviously an iterative solution, where the field at any range can be evaluated

by advancing the solution in small steps, given an initial field u(Oz) ind satisfaction of the

boundary conditions at the earth's surface and at some maximum altitude. The solution at

each range is advanced in two stages: fustly, the field is advanced as if the propagation

medium was homogeneous, thus accountirg for diffraction effects alone (this is the

contribution of the forward and inverse Fourier transform operations of equation (24)); and

secondly, the effects of the meteorological environment are applied to the field (the a' in the

first exponential term of equation (24) accounts for these). The vertical refractive index

prorcI.: required for this term arc usually obtained from radiosonde data, or they can be

modelled analytically. Since equation (24) is a marching solution, different refracive index

profiles can be entered into the calculations at each range step. thereby facilitating simple

ireatment of inhomogenreou atmospheres. It is important to note that, with this solution

method, compicated refractive structures (varying in both vertical and horizontal directions)

do not require any additional computation to that for standard atmospheres. It will be

recalled that for the other full-wave methods discussed in section 2-2., the computational

overhead of the solu•tis is proportional to the number of modes required to model the

relevant refractive structures.

The error involved in the assumption of equation (24) can be obtained by differentiating (.-.

ad comparing with (21). To third order terms, the ok is

tm Bmnu mu 2 m uam Z z iku 8in, 28xlikm-u * rn3-jy- + -2a= * I - (8x) -t(mt--) + Max) 1 (25)

However, this enr is depedent on the particular splir chosen for the exponential terms in

A and B. The6 roime chae. by (Hardin and Tapper. 1973), for exaple, assues

u(z+6z)M== e -/2efeI A e NO Wuzz)
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"The error inwrtd b asaunwag the operators A and B commute in this way is

3 C.222 4 32i2 c u 4 8 3m2 4u 2 a4mrtax)~fh, U 8 l 4 m d d

The optimal splitting that will miaimise solution error is thus a subject for further research-

3.2 Stablity

In this section the requirement of solution stability is invir~ated. A solution perturbation

analysis is included in section S.

The solution formulated in section 3.1 will be stable if the difference between the theoretical

and numerical solutions remains bounded as the solution is stepped out in range. From

equation (25) it is evident that the error will be bounded as long as the refractive index

gradients remain bounded- In other words, as long as the refractive index gradients are such

as to accosmmodate the requirement- of the assumptions discussed in section 2.3.1, the solution

will he stable.

4 ASPECTS OF IMPLEMENTATION

This sectkn deals with implemeniation of the solution of section 3. To date, this solution appears to

be the most compuatkmai y efficient method that can be applied to modelling tropospheric

propagation in ducting conditions. However other solutions have been de.,eloped for underwater

acoustics applicatiow. The underwater zcoustics problem is very similar to the tropospheric case but

includes the complicaion of a sea-bottom boundary condion, (Kewlcy etal., 1984) found that the

interaction of this boundary in shallow water problems rendered the split step Fourier solution

unsuitable for modelling underar problems of this type. Several alernativ sor:ions have been

develo4p For example, whereas in the split step Fourir sbeme the secoct, order partial

differential operator in heih of the parabolic equaition is represented by the inverse Fourier

transform of its Fourier ransfornm, in the ordinary differential equation (ODE) approach adopted by

(Lee and Papadaakis, 1960), this operator is approximmated by a central finite difference operator which

converts the pati diffeutial equation into a system of firs order ODEs which are then solved by

application of a aonlinear mulistep numerical method. Another solution, proposed by (Lee. Botatas

and Papadakis, 1961), usea the CraRk-rtienlsoi scheme for variable -cefficents to solv the parbolic

equation. These alktmate solutions may prove useful for cmplicated tropospher prblens, but the
increased com atima intensity involved with these, whe coip•-ed with that of the split step

Fourier soluton, is a maio disincentive,

NUcASSIFED 17
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lhe following is a discussion of the application of initial and boundary conditions to the split step

tilution of section 3, and begins with a description of the way in which the surface boundary

condiiion is incorporated into the present implementation. The specification of the maximum height

boundary is included in section 4.3 'Signal Processing Aspect?, as the particular implementation of

this condition is a consequence of application of the discrete Fourier transform. At this maximum

height boundary a pseudo radiation condition is introduced by smooth attenuation of the field. Other

aspects of implementation that are introduced as a by-product of the discrete Fourier transform are

also included under section 43.

4.1 Surface boundary condition

With the assumption that the skin deptL of electromagnetic radiation within the earth is small

compared to the earth's radius of curvature, the boundary condition at the surface of a smooth,

rfintely conducting earth can be approximated by (Senior, 1960):

7- u(xO) + ikil u(YO) = 0 (26)

where

+-"lv • J Mr/(6r *•-) (27)
C~f,

.H:=/(4E r + 1,(28)
WE (28

can be substituted into (26) for vertical and horizontal polarLsatie- respectively. In these

expressions C r and a are the relative permittivity and absolute conductivity of the surface

medium respectively, and i 0 is the free space permittivity. w is the radian frequency of the

propagating electromagnetic waves, whileis r refers to the relative permeability of the surface

medium, which is often assumed to be unity.

Polarisation of the propagating waves is incorporated in the surface boundary condition- From

(27) and (28) it is evident that for a perfectly conducting surface -2u(x.0)'0 (vertical
az

polarisation) or u(x0) =0 (horizontal polarisation), in which ease the field must be symmetric

or antisymmetric respectively about the surface. The surface boundary condition can

therefore be satisfied using a linear combination of even and odd solutions at each step, with

the assumption that their complex combination ratio is constant uicr a range interval, rx_

Errors introduced by this assumption awe negligible provided that 6 x is not ton large.

rhe present implementation of equation (24) splits the field into een and odd parts after the

inverse Fourier transform has been evaluated, applies a combination Formula for these parts

18 UNCLASSIFIED q
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which satisfies (26), then multiplies both parts by the environmental exponential term of (24)

before reconstructing the full field from the even and odd parts, ready to begin solution at the

neg rage step.

Losses due to irregular terrain and sea state conditions can also be incorporated into the

model but these have not been addressed in this report.

4.2 Initial startin field

Since the tropospheric problem formulated in section 2.1 is an initial value one, it is necessary

to specify the field at range %=O in order to start the computational procedure. There are

several ways that the starting field can be generated, the most obvious being to solve the full

wave equation in a small region containing the source and to extend this out several

wavelengths in range from the source to the region where the parabolic equation becomes

valid (refer to restriction c. page 11). If the troposphere can be assumed to be exactly

stratified near the source, then this solution can be obtained by separation of variables and

calculation of the normal modes. This is, however, a rather complicated procedure
considering that the energy of interest in ducting environments is merely that at small angles of

incidence. Instead, the initial radiated field can be calculated with the aid of Fourier shifting

theory.

From antenna theory, the radiated field is proportional to the Fourier transform of the field in

the antenna aperture. Antenna pattern shape, height and steered direction can thus be

modelled using the Fourier shift theorems to produce the starting field for calculations. This

approach has been implemente. in (Dockery, 1988) to specify arbitrary symmetric antenna

patterns.

The approach taken by the author for example' included in section I is to model the starting

field by a Gaussian function which is derived to assymptotically match the elliptic wave

equation Green's function for a homogeneous atmosphere.

It is important to note that the initial field must be band-limited. The first reason for this

arises because of the limit on propagation angle imposed by the parabolic approximation

(refer to section 2.3.1 for details). There is however a further constraint imposed by the fast

Fourier transform algorithm, as discussed in section 4.3.
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4.3 Sgnal prec•ssIng aspects

In order to assist examination of the signal processing aspects of the split Step solution, it is

useful to rewrite (24) in terms of dimensionless variables:

u(;+x i) -X expi [nsý 4xz + it j )I) fl[exp "i? 5 f }fufi6. b)1 (29)

where

z - z Lx~kt
i= kx sxi = k6X

are all measured in wavelengths; and UI (xz), 1ý% (xz) are the real and imaginary

components of the refractive index term that has been redefined in terms of wavelength.

The first issue of concern is the fact that the solution must satisfy the boundary condition that

the field is attenuated to zero at infinite height. However, only a finite height can be

accommodated by the discrete Fourier transform. In order to avoid unnecessarily large FFK

sizes an absorbing layer is applied above the maximum altitude of interest to slowly attenuate

the field, whilst at the same time minimising reflections from this interface.

The absorbing layer implemented in the examples included in section 7 was constructed by

applying a simple raised cosine window to the imaginary part of the square of the refractive

index term. From the fust exponential term of (29) it is evident that this will cause an

exponential attenuation. The raised cosine function was chosen for its diffcrettiability, but

other continuous functions can be applied for this purpose.

Another signal processing consideration is choice of FFT size. In order to avoid aliasing in the

spatial frequency domain (p-space), sampling in height, z, should be no coarser than one half

wavelength. For most applications, however, this would require very large transform lengths.

Since only energy that is propagated at an angle near to horizontal will be trapped by ducting

layers, it is reasonable to limit the maximum angle of propagation, D, that is to be considered

by the solution. This restiction onG corresponds to a cut-off in the spatial frequency domain

(p-k sin 0) and so ignores that part of the spectrum which would oicr~wise contribute to

aassing. Sampling in the z.direction can now be coarser than the Nyquist half wavelength.

For a specified maximum spatial frequency, p.,' the maximum height sample size, 6 z, which

would avoid aliasing is given by (2pm1 ))" and the maximum altitude which can be considered

is given (for a Fourier transform length of N) by N6 z/2.
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In the present implementation of the model, this low pass filtering of spatial frequency is

achieved by applying a simple raised cosine window to the diffraction exponential term of (29)

before the inverse Fourier transform is taken. This approach has been found by the author to

be satisfactory for refractivc structures implemented to date. More elaborate filtering may be

found necessary, however, in other cases.

There is another non-trivial signal processing cosideration. It is important to note that the

value of p., used to avoid aliasing in the spatial frequency domain should also take into

account the allowable bound in the spatial domain, z. This is to ensure that aliasing does not

result when either the forward or inverse transorms are taken after multiplication by the

exponential terms of (29) in the spatial and spatial frequency domains. The required value of

P.ax will therefore be slightly less than that derived solely from N and 6 z as indicated in the

previous paragraph.

5 SOLUTION PERTURBATION ANALYSIS

The purpose of this section is to examine the consequences of errors in estimating solution

parameters. The effecrs of choice of range step size, 6 x; and height sample size, 6 z, have already

been covered in sections 3.2 and 4.3 respectively. These however are parameters that can be chosen

in order to give the desired accuracy (in the case of 6 x) or the maximum altitude/ angle of

propagation that is to be considered by the solution (in the case of 6 z). What is investigated here is

the effect that errors in the "measured* parameters have on solution. By 'measured" is meant namely

the refractive index, n, and initial field, u(Oz), components; these are the inputs to the system.

5.1 Perturbations in refractive Index

Let the modified refractive index term of (24) be perturbed by a complex amount c and let the

corresponding solution at range x+6 x be denoted by u'. 1. Equation (24) can then be written

for the perturbed and unperturbed cases as

Un+i I eik.'d.12 t~l( e-4;? 6./2 {And I
U, + in ,+ai x/2 { I( C- Ix'2 flu ,.) }

Uf÷ = ) / 5 l'L/ l')

where m'- & -1. Then

uI u54 Ieiim.'+QA z/2 f{( C4-0 6Lz/ [1u(')-fu•.) I})

+ (edm +0 )dn/2 .eikaUm.1) f~ 1 9 e41 p/ flu))I

=v1 + v2  (29)
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where v1, v2 correspond to the terms of this sua. Now

I V, = A U•t W= " a ))6 X1" I f ,{ 1 '41 6 = [/ 1f (o ' -ft u .) n I

where Ia( ) denotes the imainary part of ) So, finding the 1 2 norm2 ofv, with respW.c to

the measure AD,
J1r

Similarly, the L. norm of v, is

I v21l I n1z{ ie' 6 ,tzl i:uae, e's,, e l a I0 1u
< €• ==,lm)lz/ b•_ mlar Ia U~ll

Now, by applying the triangular inequality to (29),

IIUI' 0+ 1 1-10.. ,II !5 11I i + lIY2v l
4 4kn=(im(m'+,1))• 6

./2 I u' -U11I

z2 I alI IUD,,1 (30)

Let Cn=I I u'a-uulI, h * ,,t llu'n-u 3 1l. I-Then equation (30) is simply a difference equation

of the form

cn, 1 5< Anco+Bn

Recursively expanding this equation shows that

<(5 A )4E 1B,' .

Now

A. _5 e 4- m(m'))z/2-maxe m)1 6 
I/2 < 1

and

B. 2 z-,=••'•/ Ic..k== I1 I lu"ll
2

2. For discussion of the continuity properties of the Fourier Transform consult (Desocer and
Vidyasagar, 1975).
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Since Ilu.l Iis bounded, B will be bounded for all x,z. So forA.<l,4 ->O, and for A =l, it

is required thatS E' Ia(n6irz)I <C.

This implies that small pe•turbatios in rcfrauti kdx will tend to zero as the solution is

stepped out in range and will no cause the solution to become unstable.

5.2 Perturbation In Initial field

It is also important to consider perturbations in the initial field since these correspond to

errors in calculation of the antenna field or to inaccuracies in the antenna pattern entered into

calculations.

Rewriting equation (24)

u3 1 eIik(-' -1)6/2 fl{( -ip' ./1Lft.u)]J}

I", 4J = e'lhnmW )16x/2 If{ flit c S/2Uu.) I I

The 1, norm is then

iu l 1 e1'I"'," ) 1/ u.1l

Recursively cxpanding this equation shows that

and so

LIunU eSbi,/zIl/1011

where

q = '' lm-tn (4)}

So the solution will be stable if 0O and assympotically stable if q<O. q will only be nositive if

energy is added to the system which is not the case for the dissipative natur- of

electromagnetic waves in the troposphere. Hence perturbatkms in the initial field will not

result in instability.
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6 REFRACTIVE VARIATIONS CAUSING DUCFING

Between 3 kIdz and 3O(t) ghz the index of refraction is essentiday independent of frequency. This

index, n, is a "asue viy close to unity and another index - radio refractivity, N - is commonly used for

mathematical convnience

N - (n - l) io0
= 77.6 P/T + 3.73xlOe c/Tt  (CCIR 1986)

where P = atmospheric pressure (ab)

T = absolute temperature (K)
e = water vapour pressure (sub)

In 'standard' atmospheric conditions each of these parameters (atmospheric pressure, temperature

and water vapour pressure) decreases with increasing altitude. However, meteorological conditions

often deviate from this standard atmosphere and an inversion layer of increasing refractivity with

altitude way form. Radio refractivity gradient varis primarily due to variations in temperature and

water vapour concentration, such variations occurring on time scales ranging from seconds to months.

values of these quantities are usually derived from radiosonde measurements, from which vertical

profiles of refractive modulus M, can be constructed. M is defined as

M = N + i6s h/a

where h is height above the earth's surface and a denotes the carth's radius. Refractive modulus

includes both atmospheric refraction and a correction term to account for the effects of the earth's

curvature.

When the gradient of refractive modulus with respect to height is negative, ducting is present.

Figures 4-6 contain three idealised refractive modulus profiles, each representing different categories

of ducting. Figure 4(a) illustrates the presence of an evaporative duct, formed by an inversion layer at

the surface of the earth. The duct extends from the earth surface to the top of the inversion layer, as

indicated. This type of duct is regularly found over warm bodies of water and is generally caused by a

temperature inversion near the surface that is accentuated by intense relative humidity as a result of

.vapocration. When this type of duct occurs over land i is usually referred to as a surface duct- As

figure 4(b) illustrates, encer propagated from within the duct at a few degrees from horizontal will

be trapped. Evaporation duds are typically less than 10 m thick and surface values of refractive

modulus around the world range between 300-400 M, units.
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Figure 5(a) illustrates a profile in which an elevated duct is present. Such profiles contain two

inflection points above the surface, each with a refractive modulus value greater than that at the

surface. The duct, indicated on the profile by a vertical line, exends frdni the top of the inversion

layer to the height at which the refractive modulus equals that at the upper duct boundary. As

illustrated by figure 5(b), only energy launched into the duct at shallow angles will be trapped.

Elevated ducts range in thickness from a few metres (these tend to affect propagation above

microwave frequencies) up to hundreds of metres (affecting propagation at frequencies above VHF).

Figtre 6(a) shows a surface-based elevated duct. The duct is elevated since two in points are

present in the profile, but it is surface-based since the refractive modulus at the upper ilection point

is less than that at the surface. Energy is trapped by the duct as indicated by the ray paths of ftigure

6(b).

The ray traces in figures 4-6 give an indication of the behaviour of energy in and around ducts, but do

not indicate the relative strengths of that energy. Ducts which include both transmitter asd receiver

(target) will generally enhance the received signal, while the duct may act to shield the signal if

transmitter or rccr.iver (target) is situated outside the duct. Since refractive index commonly varies

with range as well as with altitude, quite complex ducting structures are not uncommon, from which

complicated field patterns emerge. What would be, at one specific altitude and range, an optimal

location from which to communicate with a specified receiving point, could at a nearby position be

quite shielded from the receiver. The advantage to be gained by a communications or su-veiilance

system operator through a reliable propagation prediction technique is therefore obvious. The

following examples of calculated field patterns for various d6cting strudcures serve to illustrate the

complicated nature of the effects on propagation that ducting can cause.

M

ta) (b)

FIpr 4 Ray paths ad stylied v•rtca pral for emlprattll duct
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Af

(a) Ib)

FIgureS5 Ray paths wad stylised vertical profile for elevated duct

(a) (b)

Figure 6 Ray paths and sty~ised vertical profile for surface-based elevated duct

7 COVERAGE DIAGRAM EXAMPLES

The split step Fourier solution to the parabolic wave equation has been implemented by the author

on a personal computer with an in-board fast parallel processing card. The program is written in

FORTRAN and uses a graphics display package called HGRAPH to produce eoloured coverage

diagrams of relative feld stren on a heght versus range flattened-carth grid. Execution times are

directly proportional to the range out to which calculations are extended, and depend on the FFT

sizes in the solution which are in turn dependent on frequency. As an indication, the examples in this

section for the I ghz source took approximately two hours to generate for a range of 400 km (FFT

size was 8192 points), while [or the 100 MHz source., plots took approximately twenty minutes oyc
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the same range (with FF" SixCe Of 1024 points). As indicated in section 4.3, the discretisaton si in

altitude (and thlrefore the langth ofthe FF1) is related to the maximus allowable spatial frequency

in p-space. Tis maximum spatial frequency directl relate to the maximum angle of propgation

consideed by the solutioa. So if eun y at angles that are greate than this maximum is to be

cowire then the altitude; disuetsui si wE need to be decreased and therefore larger FFT

sizes will be required. This will obviously mncrease execution times.

Note that, unlike for other full-wave methods. execution time is effectively independent of duct

profile complexity. The qualifng "eecficc l here it included because there nuy be cases in which

the duct profiles need various amounts of interpolation to smooth discontinuities in the duct

structures so as to reduce reflections from such irregularities. Such increase in execution time.

however, will be indepdent of frequency and VPr lengths.

The examples included in section 7-1 all deal with range-independent ducting proble•ms. That is, the

ducting profiles used in these examples are horizontally homogeneoms (they vary in height but not in

range). These diagrams illustrate the effects on forward coverage that surface and elevated ducts

cause. In section 7.2, these examples are extended to include problems that arc rangc-depcndent.

Simple analytical struc.urcs are used to illustrate the complicated nature of the patterns resulting

from such varying ducts.

7.1 Range-l*gep t -

Figure 7 represents the coverage of a I ghz vertically polarised Gaussian beam source at a

height of 150 m in a "sMandard" exponential atmosphere (as defined by CCIR report 563-3,

1986)- A perfectly conducting earth surface is assumed and the subsequent interference lobing

is apparent. Figure 8 depicts this same source in a horizontally homogeneous elevated duct.

The duct extends from approximately 50 m to 600 m and is of strength 55 M-units, as

illustrated in the vertical refractive index profile beside the coverage di•arm. The energy

trapped by this duct is apparent. W.ith reference to figure 8, it is dear that coverage is

enhanced for heights below 600 m. Above this altitude, however, coverage is significantly

reduced within 200 kin frorn the source. At larger ranges, ther is some leakage from the

upper boundary of the duct. Note that unlike ray tracing techniques which tend to pass or

reflect all of the energy at a duct interface, this parabolic approach permits partial energy

reflec

Another poin which is important to noec with reference to figure 8 is that, as a receiver (or

target) moves through the duct, the received field varies as a function of height as well as of

range. This is because of interference between waves which have undergone different
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amounts of refraction/reflectio, and also (to adopt ray tracing terminolog) because of

focusing effects. This Point has ben graphically ilMustrated in (Slingsby, 1990) where, for a

horiontally homogeneous enviroament, radar sgal reurss are calculated using the

modelling technique dcesrted in this report. Th resulting plots of rela•ive returned signal

versus antenna hight, and of relabve returned sign sus target height, highlight the

complicated effects that ducts hav on signals and emphasise the need for an accurae,

prdiction modeL Thus, the knowledge that a duct is present is not sufficient to enable an

operator to determine at which position a tansmitter or receiver should be placed in order to

optitise system performance.

In figure 9 tke homogeneous ducting layer of figure 8 has been reduced in strength. ThC

vertical refractive index profile for this diagram shows that this action has the effect of raising

the base height of the duct and this is reflected in the coverage diagram. Because the duct is

weaker, more energy escapes from the duct, as illustrated.
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7.2 Range-depndet penMems

Figure 10 depicts the coverage for this same 1 GHz source, only this time in a non-

homogeneous range-dependent environment. Study of this coverag diagram in light of the

coverage diagram of fiure 9, provides an indication of the inaccuracy incurred by assuming

horizontal hocmogeneity. Both diagrams begin, at range x=0, with an elemated duct of 20 M-

units at 600 m. Whilst the duct of figure 9 remains constant for all ranges, the duct of figure 10

has been weakened at a rate of 3 M-units per 100 kin. Now this refractive modulus gradient is

v, slow;, experimental results obtained for elevated ducts over the Tunor Sea by (Barton,

1973), for example, indicate gradients of 32 M-units per 100 kin. However the differences in

coverage patterns are evident. With increasing range, much more energy begins to escape

from the top of the duct of figure 10. As a result, the signal detected by a receiver placed

350km from the source at an altitude of 800 m, is 20 db stronger for the inhomogeneous

ducting environment of figure 10 than for the case depicted in figure 9. But, on the other

hand, a receiver 400 km from the source at an altitude of 630 km would detect a signal

approximately 20 db weaker than would be predicted using the homogeneous ducting

environment of figure 9.

The example given above highlights the fact that methods which use 'typical' 3 or 'interpolatedAi

vertical refractive index profiles to represent inhomogeneous ducting environments are

susceptible to large errors in predicted signal coverage. The ability to model two-

dimensionally inhomogeneous structures is clearly important. Making the assumption that a

duct is horizontally uniform can cause significant underestimation of the level of leakage from

the duct and can lead to field strength predictions that are substantially in error. Therefore,

when elevated ducting structures are present, the most accurate model is the one prescribed in

this report.

8 CONCLUSION

This report demonstrated the application of the parabolic equation method to range-independent and

range-dependent tropospheric propagation modelling problems. The parabolic equation is an

approximation to the Helmholtz wave equation which allows progressive calculation of the

3. This refers either to a vertical refractive index profile derived from measurements made at a single
point along the propagation path or to a profile that is estimated by averaging profiles at several
points along the path.

4. Commonly, a linear interpolation between vertical refractive index profiles is used to determine a
representative profile for a particular range. Various authors perform what can appear to be
something of a 'fudge' as they apply different methods of interpolation to these profiles in an attempt
to verify experimental propagation results.
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propagated electromagnetic field as solution is stepped out in ran@& The particular solution method

described in this report and implemented -A fiL derives from a technique developed by (Hardin and

Tappert, 1973) for application to underwater acoustic problems. This 'split sep Fourier solution

involves the discretisation of the field with respect to height and the use of the Fast Fourier transform

at successive range points. The solution is stabe with errors being dependent on wavenumber, range

step size and on the gradients of refractive indx with respect to height and rang. It has been shown

in this report that the solution also behaves well for perturbations applied to the initial field and for

small-scale discontinuities in refractive index profiles.

The propagation modelling method presented in this report has a number of advantages over other

methods used to evaluate the effects of duding layers on tropospheric propagation. The parabolic

equation method retains all the diffraction effects associated with the propagating medium and

therefore is valid in those regions where ray tracing techniques break down. Unlike ray tracing

methods which give a qualitative picture of the rffccts of ducting on covera, the method presented

in this report uses a full-wave approach to calculate the amplitude function of the propagating signal.

The method differs from coupled mode techniques in that it readily accommodates atmospheres

which are horizontally inhomogeaeous. Whereas for coupled mode techniques computational

overhead is proportional to the intricacy of the duct profiles, computational intensity of the technique

described in this report is independent of the duct profile complexity. By inviting a 'marching'

solution the parabolic equation offers large computational saving over existing coupled mode

techniques.

The examples given in section 7 of coverage diagrams genrated with the parabolic equation

technique serve to illustrate the complicated nature of the propagation patterns which arise due to

ducting layers. It is particularly important to note the difference in coverage generated for a source

in a horizontally inhomogeneous ducting atmosphere when compared with that same source in a

homogeneous ducting atmosphere. Examples of this type highligt the realistic need for a

mathematical model such as the one described in this report to accurately illustrate the effects that

ducting layers have n propagation performance.

Whilst simple comparisons between the parabolic equation method and other existing techniques

hav been made by the author, verification against experimentally obtained propagation data has not

yet been achieved The reason for this is that very littli experimental data is in existence. The

atmospheric data necessary for the refractive index profiles that arc input into the model is usually

collected via radiosonde releases from the pround or via refractometer measurements from an

aircraft This can be a very expensive process and to date thee exists very little data of this type that

is concurrent with propagation measurements. This point raises the question of how much practical

use such a mathema l mod will have given present difficultics in attaining the input data. The
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answer lies in the feasbility of remotely sea* this data by some other means than is currently

cmployed. One possibility is the derivation of these profiles from meteorolagical satellite data. If

this remote sensing can be achied then the moddlino techniqu described in tlm-4 zeport will allow

enhanced real-time evaluation of communication surveillance or electronic warfare "ystem
performance.
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